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1. Challenges and motivation



Background

• Lithuania has experienced a decline in the average productivity growth rate from an average of 11% in 2002-

2008 to 5.2% in 2009-2017

• The EC's country report 2019 argues that “higher investment levels are needed, especially in the private 

sector, in order to increase productivity growth”

• The number of Micro Enterprises (MEs) has increased by 30% while of larger enterprises have stagnated

• The Lithuanian tax system is characterized by differential (schedular) taxation:

Differential application of PIT (including social security contributions) and CIT to various sources of income and forms of 

taxable activities leads to tax optimization at the expense of business and economic growth. Size-based tax preferences 

create growth barriers by encouraging firms to locate below the threshold for increased tax rates (bunching) → MEs 

remain small and discourage self-employed from growing into larger, incorporated entities. Reduces revenue for the 

government.



• Lithuania has a modern OECD economy trapped in a transition economy income taxation system

• Size of informal economy remains large by EU standards

• Third highest VAT tax gap in EU, 15 percentage points higher than the EU median of 10 percent

• Labor productivity in Lithuania was much lower than the OECD average, ranking 25th out of 38 countries

• Disposable income inequality is among the highest in the EU, and 6th highest in OECD 

• Reduced labor participation and labor formality at the lower end of the income spectrum

• Tax-to-GDP ratio (31.3%) significantly lower than the EU average (37.6%).

• The redistributive role of taxes is limited
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Key macroeconomic problems

Tax type Average of EU Member 

State (percent of GDP)

Lithuania

(percent of GDP)

Lithuania’s gap with 

EU average

(percent of GDP)

Overall 37.6 31.3 6.3

PIT 9.2 7.2 2.0

CIT 2.3 1.6 0.7

VAT 7.6 7.9 -0.3

SSC 12.2 10.4 1.8



Government’s policy initiatives

• Encourage entrepreneurship for MEs

• A more holistic approach to public finance

• A more equitable and growth-friendly tax system

• Assess the appropriateness and impact of tax incentives and review special conditions

• Reduce VAT tax gap to 10 percent by 2030

• Priority for increasing property taxes and environmental taxes

National Recovery and Resilience Plan

• Aims to support a fairer and growth-friendly tax system in line with EC 2019 recommendations

• Seeks to address income inequality, poverty and social exclusion, including by improving the 
design of the tax and benefit system.

• Improvements to the budgetary framework
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Government policy initiatives and National Recovery & Resilience Plan



2. The Lithuanian tax framework for PIT and CIT



• Same incomes are treated differently depending on taxpayer type

• Over 72 differentiated tax treatment by (i) type of entity, (ii) size, (iii) type of 

activity (iv) sources of income (capital/labor) 

• Prevents horizontal equity and neutrality which are the foundations of a good tax 

system

• Vertical equity cannot be achieved without horizontal equity

• Aggregating all types of income is the foundation of progressive taxation

• It’s a tax administration’s nightmare & creates huge opportunities for abuse

• Encourages tax avoidance: wage income can be declared as self-employed 

income to lower taxes

• Prevents formalization and growth of self-employed into incorporated entities
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A Highly Schedular Personal Taxation



Low progressivity of the PIT system
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Source: World Bank chart based on Lithuania STI data

Effective rate on labor is 4 times higher than on capital - Highest among 

EU countries

• Most advanced tax systems in Europe have full neutrality (1:1)(Eurostat data)

PIT rate structure has very low progressivity by EU standard

• Owners of capital income taxed at lower tax rates than labor income

• The schedular system ensures that owners of capital have no aggregation 

of income from all sources

• Tax brackets even for employment income, has low progressivity - only two 

rates and a high threshold resulting in: 

✓ Heavy burden on low-income taxpayers because entry level tax high

✓ Relatively low tax for relatively high income earner

• Microsimulation analysis shows that taxpayers earning more than  €250k 

have lower average effective tax rate  (17.3%) than those earning €25-50k 

(17.9%)



• Differentiated rate for corporate income tax (CIT) based on turnover is not a good 

international practice : standard rate 15% and reduced rate 5% for all SMEs with up to 

€300k turnover and 10 employees.

• Taxpayers abuse the current tax system. Evidence of bunching below the threshold

• Shadow economy – Possibility of large firms underreporting to abuse preferential tax 

treatment leads to increased shadow activity 

• Prevents upward mobility of firms

• Incentive to stay small reduces overall productivity, investment and growth
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CIT system reduces productivity and encourages informality



3. Objectives and approach to the analysis



“To support MoEI in analysing the magnitude and impact

on growth and formalisation of tax optimisation and

bunching for micro enterprises and self-employed and

building analytical capacity in this area.”

The agreed scope covers PIT and CIT
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Project objective



How the EU/WB project helps achieve Government’s policy goals

The project develops powerful analytical tools and capacity building that will 

help the Government analyze various policy options and choose what best 

suits its objectives

✓ Microsimulation analysis 

✓ Statistical and econometric analysis 

These tools will help the Government: 

➢ Examine the appropriate tax system that will encourage MEs and promote their 

growth and productivity

➢ Assess scenarios for removing distortions caused by a differentiated tax system

➢ Study the suitability and impact of tax incentives 

➢ Evaluate the motivation to move to the shadow economy by artificially breaking up 

into pseudo microenterprises
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4. Challenges and reform scenarios for PIT
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Analysis on tax optimization

What we do in this analysis

• Use administrative data on PIT tax filings and focus on self-employment income sources

• Document how effective tax rates vary across the distribution and based on source of income.

• Show evidence of income shifting for a specific group of individuals: owner-managers of small

partnerships.

Key takeaways from previous literature

1. Individuals will optimize their income composition to take advantage of tax arbitrage

opportunities (Romanov, 2006; Alstadsaeter and Jacob, 2016; Harju and Matikka, 2016; Smith, Pope and Miller, 2021)

2. Governments have designed rules to limit some of these arbitrage opportunities (Nelson, 2016; Auten,

Splinter and Nelson, 2016; Alstadsaeter and Jacob, 2016)

3. These behaviors not only may undermine equity and efficiency of the tax system (Advani and Summers,

2020; Saez and Stantcheva, 2018), but also have aggregate implications for measurement in the economy
(Smith et al, 2022)
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Taxable income 

levels across the 

distribution

Top 10%: 

€ 30,000

Top 1%: 

€ 90,000

Top 0.1%: 

€ 300,000

Minimum income at each quantile



Use of income types 

is very different 

across the income 

distribution



For most of the 

wage distribution, 

wage income is 

~90% of total 

income

Share of total income



At the very top, 

income from 

capital (dividends 

and capital gains) 

+ IAC are much 

more relevant than 

wages

Top 0.1%Bottom 90% Top 10% Top 1%

Share of total income



Effective rates 

increase with 

income, with 

exception of 

very bottom and 

very top

Effective tax rate  (ETR)



At the top 1%, 

effective rate is 

below 15% and 

similar to that paid 

by individuals at 

70th percentile.

Top 0.1%Bottom 90% Top 10% Top 1%

Effective tax rate  (ETR)



Dispersion of 

effective rates is 

also particularly 

high at the top: 

~25% of individuals 

at the top 1% pay 

ETR below 10%

Effective tax rate  (ETR)



Wage earners 

pay 4 – 10 

percentage 

points higher 

effective tax rate 

then IAC earners

Effective tax rate  (ETR)



Increasing 

participation of 

small 

partnerships: 

how owner-

managers pay 

themselves?

Number of firms



Partners pay 

themselves 

MW + 

dividends or 

other profit 

distribution



Microsimulation Analysis of PIT
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The objective of this microsimulation analysis:

• To test several options that would address the objectives of the Government to: 

• Have a more equitable and growth-friendly tax system

• Measure  the impact of moving from a highly schedular tax system to a system of 

aggregated/comprehensive total income

• Look at scenarios where the PIT-to-GDP ratio can be raised to get closer to the EU 

average

• Look at scenarios where the front-end tax brackets are set as monetary (euro) values 

instead of using average wage (AW) to reduce complexity 

• Use comprehensive income from the base Lithuanian model and microsimulate rate 

and bracket structure of five EU countries to see which one best fits the 

Government’s objectives



Microsimulation of PIT – 5 scenarios
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Results of Microsimulation Analysis of PIT
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Latvia-type scenario:

(i) the PIT-to-GDP ratio improved from 7.2% to 8.0% under EUR 5,000 NTMI but reduces to 6.6% under EUR 8,000 

NTMI

(ii) Progressivity improves only with EUR 8,000 NTMI at the cost of reduced revenue

(iii) Barrier to entry remains for income below 20,000 euros and also because the lowest marginal rate is still 20%

Belgium-type scenario: 
(i) the PIT-to-GDP ratio improved from 7.2% to 12.2% under EUR 5,000 NTMI and to 10.1% under EUR 8,000 NTMI

(ii) Progressivity improves 

(iii) Barrier to entry increases since the lowest marginal rate is 25%

Greece-type scenario: 
(i) the PIT-to-GDP ratio improved from 7.2% to 7.5% under EUR 5,000 NTMI but reduces to 6.4% under EUR 8,000 

NTMI

(ii) Progressivity improves but at the cost of reduced revenue

(iii) Barrier to entry reduced for low-income taxpayers



Results of Microsimulation Analysis of PIT
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Spain-type scenario:

(i) the PIT-to-GDP ratio improved from the current 7.2% to 7.6% under EUR 5,000 NTMI and but reduces to  6.2%

under EUR 8,000 NTMI

(ii) Progressivity improves only with EUR 8,000 NTMI at the cost of reduced revenue

(iii) Barrier to entry reduced for low-income taxpayers

Portugal-type scenario: 
(i) the PIT-to-GDP ratio improved from the current 7.2% to 9.9% under EUR 5,000 NTMI and to 8.2% under EUR 

8,000 NTMI

(ii) Progressivity improves substantially because of several gradual rates

(iii) Barrier to entry reduced for low-income taxpayers



Results of Microsimulation Analysis of PIT
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The result of this analysis shows that the Portuguese PIT rate structure fulfills all the three 
Government criteria. Other scenarios can be considered that would best fit the government’s 
criteria

Distributional impact under the microsimulation analysis of the Portuguese scenario shows 
• More than 95 percent of taxpayers earn less than 50,000 euros

• Conversely, only 5% of taxpayers show income above 50,000 euros

• Under the current system, taxpayers earning more than 250,000 euros have a lower effective 

PIT rate (17.3%) than taxpayers earning between 25,000 and 50,000 euros (17.9%)

• The Portuguese scenario will bring much greater progressivity in the income tax system for 

individuals

• Under the Portuguese scenario, taxpayers earning more than 250,000 euros have an average 

effective PIT rate of 44.9 % while for taxpayers earning below 25,000 it is reduced to 6.8%



5. Challenges and reform scenarios for CIT
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Analysis on tax optimization by legal entities

What we do in this analysis

• Use administrative data on CIT tax filings between 2015-2020 (Form PLN204)

• Evaluate how firms react to the 5% vs. 15% income tax regimes

• Provide evidence of dynamic effects: impacts on firm growth

Key takeaways from previous literature

1. Entrepreneurs often rank issues like financial constraints, regulatory burdens and labor force skills 

as more important than taxes (Ravšelj, Kovač, and Aristovnik, 2019; Wang 2016)

2. To encourage entrepreneurship, returns from high-impact entrepreneurs and young firms, not 

necessarily small firms (Sterk, Sedláček and Pugsley, 2021; Hurst and Pugsley, 2011)

3. Targeted policies like R&D tax credits and accelerated depreciation have high-impact, broader 

policies like dividend tax cut much less (Ohrn, 2018; Zwick and Mahon, 2017; Bilicka, 2020; Yagan, 2015; Matray and Boissel, 

2020)

4. Firms react to sudden changes in tax rates and that reflects both real decisions and evasion (Bachas 

and Soto, 2021; Kleven and Wassem, 2013; Londono-Velez and Avila-Mahecha, 2019)
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Analysis on tax optimization

Setting: a reduced tax rate for SMEs

• Standard 15% rate vs. reduced 5% for SMEs defined as

• Turnover below €300,000 (since 2015)

• Number of employees below 10

• What do we know about the incentives generated by size-dependent policies?

• Encourages firms to locate precisely below the threshold for increased rate (bunching)



What is precisely the incentive around the €300,000 threshold?

• Firms with turnover below €300,000 & 
less than 10 employees pay 5% 
income tax rate; otherwise rate is 15%

• This is precisely what we observe in 
the data (excluding zero-rated firms)

• Note that increase is not in marginal 
but in average tax rate

• Incentive: declare revenue below 
€300,000 and enjoy lower rates.



Firms declare 

revenue precisely 

below €300,000 



Estimate that 

~1,200 firms 

“bunch” below 

threshold between 

2015-2020

Revenue loss ~ € 1 

million/ year



“Bunching” is 

driven by firms 

with high 

profit-

margins



Short-run 

dynamics: firms 

below threshold 

grow less in 

the short-run 

than those right 

above

Median 

growth is 

zero



Firms right 

below threshold 

grow less in a 

five-year period 

than those right 

above



Alternative 

response to 

higher tax rate: 

declare higher 

costs → lower 

profits



Microsimulation Analysis of Legal Entities Taxation
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The objective of this microsimulation analysis:

• To test several options that would address the objectives of the Government to: 

• Have a more equitable and growth-friendly tax system

• Measure the impact of differentiated taxation of firms based on turnover

• Look at scenarios where the CIT-to-GDP ratio can be raised from 1,6 percent to get 

closer to the EU average of 2.3 percent

• The use of income/profit threshold of EUR 38,500 instead of turnover threshold of EUR 

300,000

• EUR 38,500 was taken as the average income of all returns where the turnover was 300,000 euros or less

• The use of marginal increase from 5% to 15% instead of the current 15% on entire income 

once threshold crossed 



Results of Microsimulation Analysis of CIT
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Scenario Reduced 

rate

Standard 

rate

Threshold

euro

Tax revenue

million euro

CIT-to-GDP 

percent

Baseline – current 5% 15% 300,000 

turnover

889 1.60

Scenario A – single rate 15% No threshold 995 1.79

Scenario 1 -marginal 5% 15% 38,500

income

850 1.53

Scenario 2 - marginal 7% 15% 38,500

income

869 1.57

Scenario 3 - marginal 10% 15% 38,500

income

898 1.62

Scenario 4 – marginal 5% 20% 38,500

income

1,118 2.01

Scenario 5 - marginal 10% 20% 38,500

income

1,165 2.10



6. Conclusions and policy options for discussion



Options for consideration

Lithuania can set a general objective of gradually improving the tax-to-GDP ratio from the current 31.3 

percent closer to the EU average (for example 34 percent) over the next several years and adopt reforms to 

make the system more equitable and pro-growth while increasing tax revenues.

On Personal income tax:

1. Bring the PIT-to-GDP ratio closer to the EU average from the current 7.2% (for example to about 8%).

2. Make the PIT system based on comprehensive total income to include business income, rents and 

interest.

3. Significantly improve progressivity in rate structure by reducing the rates and brackets at the lower end 

and increasing the rates at the upper end while lowering the top brackets.

4. Use monetary euro values for the front-end income brackets instead of multiple of AW for simplicity and 

transparency.

5. Consider using as a reference the Portuguese PIT system that best achieves Lithuanian Government’s 

objectives, while testing other similar options for rate structure.
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On Corporate income tax:

6. Improve the CIT-to-GDP ratio from the current 1.6 percent to around 2.0 percent, to get it closer to the 

EU average.

7. To the extent possible unify the rate structure for all legal entities to 15 percent -- The microsimulation 

analysis shows that for MEs with turnover of €300k the rate increase will raise annual income tax 

payment from the €266 to €912 or monthly payment from €22 to €76 -- This increase is insignificant, 

and it could help remove the bunching phenomenon and the barrier it creates to growth of small 

enterprises to larger firms.

8. If unifying the rate structure is not feasible, a second-best option is to use the standard rate as a 

marginal rate for incomes about a desired income threshold. 

9. Look at various scenario options to achieve an appreciable improvement in CIT-to-GDP ratio. 
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Options for Discussion



Thank you for your attention! 


